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Yelmek (pronounced [jel.mek]) is spoken in southern New Guinea on the Indonesian side 
of the island.1 The variety under consideration in this paper is one of three distinct 
varieties of the Yelmek branch of the Yelmek-Maklew language family, a family without 
a genealogical link to any other language family in New Guinea or elsewhere. The 
variety in question here is used by people from the village of Wanam, which is the 
northernmost of the four villages attributed to the Yelmek branch (see map in Figure 1). I 
will refer to this variety simply as Yelmek, instead of Wanam-Yelmek. The entire 
language family is endangered due to language shift towards the national language, 
Indonesian. By my estimate, there are less than a thousand fluent speakers left for the 
entire family and there is a notable drop in proficiency in the younger generation. 
 

 
Figure 1. Map of the Yelmek-Maklew speaking villages. The map shows the boundary between the 

Yelmek branch and the Maklew brach, as well as between other languages, with an opaque line. 
The boundaries between the Yelmek languages are marked with a dotted line. 

 
To date, there are very few published materials on any of the Yelmek-Maklew languages. 
Drabbe (1954) and Boelaars (1950) include a short grammatical sketch, and there are 

                                                           
 
 
1 I would like to thank the Yelmek speech community who have generously hosted and supported 
me during my fieldwork. I am also very grateful to the Australian National University and the ARC 
Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of language for generously funding and supporting my 
research on Yelmek. 
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some word lists like Lebold, Kriens & de Vries (2010), Geurtjens (1933) and Nevermann 
(1952). Furthermore, there is an attempt to reconstruct the Yelmek-Maklew phonology 
by Usher (2014) based on the sources above. Very little phonetic information, however, 
can be gained from this old material. Therefore, this illustration will provide the first 
phonetic account for Yelmek and, with it, the first insights into an entire language family.  

The data presented here was collected by the author during several trips between 
2015-2018 to Wanam and Merauke, the largest urban centre of the region, which many 
Yelmek speakers have moved to. The bulk of the sound examples are recordings of 
Liberata Gebze (LG), a Yelmek woman in her mid-twenties, who grew up in Wanam in a 
Yelmek speaking household. She moved to Merauke to attend boarding school at the high 
school level and still lives in Merauke today. For sound examples not provided by LG, 
speaker initials are given. These correspond to the speaker index at the end of the paper. 
All speakers who provided data for this paper attended school in Indonesian and speak 
that language fluently as well as Yelmek.  

1 Consonants 
Yelmek has 13 consonant phonemes (Table 1). This inventory is “small” in terms of the 
Maddieson (2013) sample in the World Atlas of Language Structures. It is also relatively 
small compared to other languages of the region. The neighbouring language Coastal 
Marind, for instance, has 19 consonant phonemes (Olsson 2017). Other languages 
discussed in this special issue are even richer in phonemes; Nmbo, for instance, has 28 
(Kashima this volume).  

There are three places of articulation for plosives and nasals: bilabial, alveolar, and 
velar. There is only one fricative phoneme /s/ and it is only found in very few lexical 
items. Furthermore, there are two approximants: /j/, /w/ and one lateral /l/. I have not 
found any evidence of co-articulated phonemes, such as prenasalised or labialised stops. 
Drabbe (1954: 549) lists prenasalised /mb/ and /nd/ and for Yelmek, but I have not found 
any convincing examples for this in my corpus.2 

 
Table 1. Consonant inventory of Yelmek. 

 Bilabial Labio-velar Alveolar Velar 
Plosive p        b  t           d k       
Nasal m  n  
Fricative   s  
Approximant  w  j 
Lateral approximant   l  

 

The practical orthography I use in my corpus deviates from the International Phonetic 
Alphabet (IPA), in some instances. The practical orthography is based on Indonesian, 
since Yelmek speakers are familiar with it; hence /j/ is spelled <y> and / / <ng>. I will 
use the IPA symbols in this paper to reduce confusion.  

                                                           
 
 
2 Besides the prenasalised stops, Drabbe (1954) list the same consonants that I have found, except 
that he did not find any fricatives in Yelmek. For the closely related language Maklew, however, he 
lists /s/, /h/ and /f/.  
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1.1 Plosives 
There are contrasting voiced and unvoiced plosives at three places of articulation: 
bilabial, alveolar, and velar. The distinction is, however, only made in word-initial and 
intervocalic positions. In word-final position, the voicing depends on the following 
segment. Utterance-final plosives show a voicing bar, which indicates that they are 
voiced by default in this position. Table 2 shows minimal pairs for the voicing distinction 
in plosives. 
 

Table 2. Minimal pairs for voicing distinction in plosives. 
Place of articulation Voiced  Voiceless  
Bilabial  ba(1)

3  ‘FUT.N1SG’ pa(2)  ‘3SG.F.REC’ 

 kiba(3) ‘cook.PL.SBJ.REC’ kipa(4)  ‘take.PL.SBJ.REC’ 

Alveolar da(5)  ‘feet’ ta(6)  ‘enter.REC’ 

 odo(7)  ‘sound' oto(8)  ‘fill.PRS’ 

Velar a a(9) ‘language’ ka a(10)  ‘grandkin’ 

 a l(11)  ‘body’ ak l(12)  ‘banana’ 

 

The voiceless variant of the plosives has a positive voice onset time (VOT), while the 
voiced variant has prevoicing. That means there is voicing during the closure of the stop 
before the actual release. This is exemplified with the spectrograms and waveforms for 
the two particles ba ‘FUT.N1SG’4 and pa ‘3SG.F.REC’ (Figure 2).  The selection hairs mark 
the time from the beginning of the voicing until the onset of the vowel for [ba] (141ms). 
For [pa], it marks the time from the release to the onset of the voicing (12ms). Both 
figures show a two-second window for easy visual comparison.  

The VOT of /k/ can be twice as long as for /p/ and /t/, both in word-initial and in 
intervocalic position. This could be considered aspiration, but is not contrastive. 

In word-final position, the voicing distinction is not contrastive. There are no 
minimal pairs in which the voicing of the plosives creates a difference in meaning. 
Rather, the voicing of word-final plosives is determined by assimilation to the voicing of 
the initial segment of the following word. This pattern is illustrated in Figure 3 for the 
word /j p/(13) ‘middle’. Figure 3 shows the spectrogram of /j p ban/(14) ‘from the middle’. 
Because the initial plosive of the postposition is voiced, the final plosive of /j p/(13) is also 
voiced, which is visible as continuous voicing in the spectrogram. Even though the 
release of the final plosive is not audible, there are two plosives present, which is evident 
from the increased duration. The continuous duration in of /j p ban/(14)  ‘from the middle’ 
is 222ms long, compared to a single /b/ as in kiba(3) ‘cook.PL.SBJ.REC’, which is only 
102ms. If a final plosive is followed by a word starting in a voiceless consonant, then it is 
voiceless. Plosives at all places of articulation are subject to this rule of assimilation.  
 

                                                           
 
 
3 Subscript numbers after examples refer to the accompanying sound files.  
4 Glossing abbreviations conform to the Leipzig Glossing conventions (Comrie et al. 2015). Non-
standard abbreviations include: EXCL – exclamative, N1SG – non-first-person-singular. 
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Figure 2. Spectrogram and wave form of ba ‘FUT.N1SG’ and pa ‘3SG.F.REC’ (LG) 

 

 
Figure 3. Spectrogram and waveform for /j p ban/(14) ‘from the middle’ 

 
There is, however, a peculiarity of alveolar plosives. Alveolar plosives in word-final 
position tend to be pronounced as alveolar trills when followed by a voiceless consonant, 
particularly in fast speech. Figure 4 illustrates this for the phrase /ka ebed k m/(15) ‘It is 
his grandfather’, pronounced [ka eberk m]. There is some variation between speakers 
and also intra-speaker depending on speech rate.  

b a p a 
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Figure 4. Spectrogram and waveform for [ka eber k m](15) ‘It is his grandkin.’  

1.2 Nasals 
Nasals also contrast at the bilabial, alveolar, and velar places of articulation. All of them 
can occur word-initially, word-finally, and intervocalically, as illustrated in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. Minimal pairs and near-minimal pairs for the three nasal positions.  
 n m  
Initial momo(17) ‘breast’ noma(16)  ‘fruit’ omo(18) ‘exchange’ 
 maija(19) ‘NEG’   aija(20) ‘fall.REC’ 
Medial ame(22) ‘COP.F’ ane(21)  ‘COP.M’   
 ima(24)  ‘what’ ina(23) ‘two’   
 noma(16) ‘fruit’   o a(25) ‘sago, food’ 
Final dam(27) ‘inside’ dandan(26) ‘wok’ da (28)  ‘stand’ 
 jam(29) ‘cold’   ja (30) ‘child’ 
 d m(31)  ‘fish’   d (32) ‘rope’ 

1.3 Fricatives 
Fricatives are very rare in Yelmek. There are only two fricatives, /s/ and /h/, and each 
occurs in a small number of lexical items. The /s/, for instance, is only found in seven 
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items (see 1) in my comparative word list of 364 core vocabulary items.5 Usher (2014) 
even claims it is only found in loanwords. Examples (1a-c), are very likely loans from 
Marind (Bruno Olsson p.c.), but the origin of examples (d-g) is presently unclear.  

(1) a. meswak(33)  ‘old (human)’ 

b. sendawi(34)  ‘east wind’ 

c. sawok(35)  ‘brother-in-law’  

 d. paswak(36)  ‘arrowhead’ 

 e. buinasem(37)  ‘tomahawk’ 

 f. sak(38)   ‘eagle’ 

g. kemusu(39)  ‘star’ 

          (speaker WK) 

The only other fricative that irregularly appears is a glottal /h/. However, the evidence for 
its phonemic status is rather weak and I do not consider it a phoneme at this stage. 
Speakers volunteered minimal pairs with and without /h/ word-initially. However, there 
is considerable variation between speakers and within speakers as to when /h/ is realised 
and when it is dropped. There are no minimal pairs in the corpus for /h/ in intervocalic or 
final position.  

1.4 Lateral approximants 
The lateral approximant /l/ frequently occurs intervocalically, word–finally, and in 
consonant clusters. It does not, however, occur word-initially. Example (2) contains a list 
of minimal pairs with / /, /d/, and /m/. The /l/ in some instances sounds velarised, but the 
conditioning environment is not yet clear. 
 
(2)  a. ele(46)  ‘fish bone’  

  e e(40)  ‘tree’ 

 b.  alpol(47)  ‘hand.ACC’  

  alpod(48) ‘hand.INS’ 

 c.  k l(49)  ‘teeth’  

  k m(50)  ‘COP.3’ 

1.5 Approximants 
Yelmek also has two non-lateral approximants: labio-velar /w/ and palatal /j/. In (3), 
minimal pairs for /w/ and /j/ are listed. Phonetically, the difference between /w/ and /u/, 
as well as between /j/ and /i/ is gradient. This is further complicated by the fact that vowel 
combinations are very flexible in Yelmek, which makes the distinction between a 
complex nucleus and a simplex nucleus followed by an approximant not straightforward. 
Generally, I treat them as approximants if they are syllable-initial, and as vowels if they 
are syllable-final.  
                                                           
 
 
5 This is a list compiled for the comparative study of Southern New Guinea languages and includes 
words both from the standard 100 words list and regionally specific vocabulary items (Carroll et al. 
2016). It is better known as the Yamfinder word list. 
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(3)  a.  wo(51)  ‘mouth’  

  jo(52)  ‘say’ 

 b.  wawa(53) ‘outside’  

  jaja(54) ‘aunt’ 

2 Vowels 
Yelmek has seven vowel phonemes: three front vowels, /i/, /e/ and /a/, two central 
vowels, / / and / /, and two back vowels /u/ and /o/. Vowel length is non-phonemic. In 
the practical orthography /a/, /i/, /e/, /o/ and /u/ are written with their respective IPA 
symbols, / / as <uw>, and / / is not written. In this illustration, the IPA symbols are used. 
In addition to the oral vowels, three marginal nasal vowels, [ ], [ã] and [æ], are produced 
by speakers for interactional purposes, as “non-lexical conversational sounds” (Ward, 
2006). These nasal vowels are not distinct phonemes within lexical items. Figure 5 
illustrates the vowel phonemes in a standardised vowel chart.  

 

 
Figure 5. Vowel chart of Yelmek 

 
Figure 6, on the other hand, shows the realisation of a sample of 154 vowel tokens6 
produced by a male speaker during a telling of the “North Wind and the Sun” story 
(speaker KG, Gregor 2016a). All measurements were done manually using Praat 
(Boersma & Weenink 2021). All plots were made in RStudio (RStudio Team 2015) using 
the ggplot2 package (Wickham 2016). The graph in Figure 6 represents the distribution 
of the vowels with concentric lines. Closeness and quantity of lines represent the density 
of the vowel token. The graph shows that all vowels cover quite a range of vowel 
qualities, especially the mid and low vowels. Their quality is heavily influenced by the 
surrounding segments and the speech rate. 

Table 4 shows the vowel phonemes in minimal pairs and near-minimal pairs. The 
two central vowels differ from the other five vowel phonemes in some respects. For 
instance, the high-central / / only appears in very few lexical items and it is only in 
contrastive with the high-back vowel /u/ in medial position. There is also a notable 
absence of a minimal pair between the schwa and the high-central / /. I attribute this, 

                                                           
 
 
6 There are 154 tokens in total; 43 /a/, 30 /e/, 11 / /, 26 /i/, 21 /o/, 16 /u/, 7 /  /. The vowel tokens 
either follow obstruents or are word-initial in the words they are taken from, except for some of the 
/ / tokens. Because of the rarity of /  /, I admitted some tokens into the sample that follow 
sonorants. 
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however, to the rarity of / /. I have not found anything in the environment of schwa and 
/ / that would argue for them to be allophones. The schwa is discussed in more detail in 
the next section. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Vowel realisation by a male speaker telling the "The North Wind and the Sun" story 

2.2 The status of schwa 
The central vowel / / is much more restricted in its environment than the other vowel 
phonemes. It does not occur word-initially or word-finally. It is also perceptibly shorter. 
Note that this is not the case for the other central vowel / /. It is, however, a phoneme and 
distinct from the schwas that are inserted into illicit consonant clusters. Even though they 
are phonetically similar, they differ on the level of phonology because the second one is 
merely epenthetic. Yelmek only allows a very restricted set of consonant clusters in 
syllable onsets and codas. Clusters are only allowed if the consonant closest to the 
nucleus is an approximant. Clusters prohibited in the syllabification process are broken 
up either by a syllable boundary or an epenthetic schwa. Vowel insertion is very salient in 
the context of affixation. If the affix is not a syllable by itself, it needs to be incorporated 
into the syllable structure of the stem. The most frequent example of this is the accusative 
suffix /-l/. Single consonants cannot form syllables by themselves in Yelmek. If /-l/ 
suffixes to a word that ends in a vowel, it simply becomes the coda of the last syllable, 
e.g. alpo ‘hand’ and alpol(90) ‘hand.ACC’. If the stem ends in a consonant, however, an 
epenthetic vowel must be inserted to split the resulting cluster (see ex. 4b).  

(4) a. /alpo/ + {-l}  [al.pol](90) 

b. /op/ + {-l}  [o.p l](91)
7
 

                                                           
 
 
7 The sound files for both (4b) and (5) have the target word in a full phrase. Both utterances are 
from free narratives. (6) is cut from a free narrative as well. 

i
e

a

u
oF1

F2
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Table 4. Minimal pairs and near-minimal pairs for vowel phonemes 
[i]  [e]  [ ]  [a]  [u]   [ ]  [o]  
kilo(55) ‘build’ kela(56) ‘put.REC’ k l(57) ‘tooth’ kal(58) ‘leaf’ kula(59) ‘cook.REC’   kolku(60) ‘scratch’ 

mui(61) ‘taro’     mua(62) ‘centipede’       

wi(63) ‘night’           wo(64) ‘opening’ 

bila(65) ‘throat’     bala(66) ‘big’       

wil(67) ‘grass’   w l(68) ‘river’         

  bema(69) ‘later’   bama(70) ‘chew.REC’   b ma(71) ‘nose’   

  webe(72) ‘heavy’         wobo(73) ‘place’ 

  dem(74) ‘with’ d m(75) ‘fish’ dam(76) ‘inside’     dom (77) ‘bad’ 

    j p l(78) ‘wet season’       jop l (79) ‘tomorrow’ 

  wew(80) ‘roof’ w w(81) ‘beehive’         

    d (82) ‘rope’ da (83) ‘stand’       

      balo(84) ‘thick’ bulo(85) ‘heart’     

      o a(86) ‘sago’     o o(87) ‘urine’ 

        nua(88) ‘tree spec.’ n a(89) ‘people’   
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Furthermore, example (5) shows what happens, if another vowel is added to the suffix, 
here the focus marker /=i/. The clitic /=i/ forms a syllable with the accusative suffix /-l/ 
and no epenthetic vowel is necessary. 
 
(5)  /op/ + {-l} + {=i}  [op.li](92) 

In contrast, the phonemic central vowel behaves differently. If the focus marker /=i/ 
attaches to a word like ak l ‘banana’ which has the [ l] as part of the stem, the schwa is 
retained, resulting in [a.k .li] (6).  
 
(6) /ak l/ + {=i}  [a.k .li](93)                        (speaker AK) 

More evidence for the phonemic status / / of comes from the first person object prefix 
/ -/. In contrast to the accusative suffix /-l/ discussed earlier, / -/ contains the / / as part 
of its morphological form, rather than being inserted as syllabification requirement. This 
is evident from the fact that it overrides the initial vowel of the verb root it attaches to.11 
This is exemplified in (7) with the verb ‘to wrap’, which has the root /o umo/. The initial 
/o/ is preserved when combined with other inflectional prefixes, but in example (7), the 
/o/ is omitted if the first-person object prefix is present. If the / / were not part of the 
morphological form of the prefix, then the / / would behave similarly to the accusative 
suffix /-l/; it would attach to the vowel-initial root without any changes since there is no 
illicit consonant cluster to split up. 

(7) uma(94)  
 - o umo -a 
 1OBJ- wrap -REC 
 ‘They wrapped me up (with bandages)’ 
 (speaker LG, Gregor 2017) 

2.4 Sequences of vowels 
The vowel phonemes can combine relatively freely into complex nuclei. Combinations of 
two vowels are the most common (8-10). Combinations of more than two vowels are also 
possible (11), but are less frequent. Three segment sequences usually include what could 
be analysed as an approximant or glide. There is no restriction on the order of the vowels. 
Example (8) illustrates this for the combination of /e/ and /i/ and example (10) for the 
combination of /a/ and /u/. The only combinations I have not found in my corpus yet are 
combinations with schwa. Combinations with the other central vowel / / are possible (9). 
No combination of vowels behaves differently from other combinations in an obvious 
way, i.e., no combinations have to be split by a glottal stop. Therefore, I am hesitant to 
call some or all combinations diphthongs.  
 
(8) a. deidik(95) ‘afternoon’ 

b. wieke(96)  ‘salt’ 
(9)  a. kam a(97)  ‘COP.2SG’ 

b. b inasem(98)  ‘tomahawk’ 
(10) a. mau(99)  ‘absent’ 
 b. nua(100)  ‘edible tree’ 
(11) a. wieia(101)  ‘seek.REC’ 

b. keda uai(102)  ‘then’ 

                                                           
 
 
11 The vowel in the affix generally overrides the vowel of the root in Yelmek. The suffix in (8), for 
instance, shows the same morphophonemic process. 
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3 Prosody 
3.1 Word stress 
Yelmek does not use suprasegmental features to distinguish words on a lexical level. That 
is, there is no evidence for lexical tone or contrastive stress. Himmelmann and Ladd 
(2008: 248) define stress as the greater prominence of one syllable in a word over its 
neighbouring syllables. Although there are perceptible differences of prominence 
between syllables in Yelmek words, the prominent syllable varies between instances of 
the same lexical item. Furthermore, of the three acoustic features stress typically relates 
to, pitch, intensity and duration (Himmelmann and Ladd 2008: 248), none seem to be the 
single most important factor. The pitch contour marks intonation rather than word-level 
stress. The intensity of each syllable in multi-syllable words is often very similar for each 
syllable, and so is the duration of the vowel. This makes the phonetic reality of word-
level stress doubtful.  

The question if Yelmek has word-level stress or not cannot be conclusively answered 
at this stage. It would require much more detailed experimental data, including tests of 
native-speaker perception. At this stage of research, I conclude that Yelmek does not 
have word-level stress. The difference in prominence I perceive might relate to a 
phenomenon that Tabain and colleagues (2014) label as stress ghosting, which means that 
listeners may be biased by their first language when perceiving stress in another 
language. In other words, it means hearing stress without phonetic evidence for it (Tabain 
et al. 2014: 52). 

3.2 Intonation 
The pitch contour over an utterance typically rises during the first phonological word and 
then steadily falls during the rest of the utterance. There is no salient difference between 
declarative clauses, content questions or polar questions when it comes to intonation. The 
intonation contour of an imperative utterance is typically flat.  

Figure 7 shows the spectrogram with the f0 track for the declarative clause in 
example (12). In Figure 7, the f0 track is rising across the first word ina ‘two’ and then 
steadily falls until the end of the utterance 

 
(12) ina a al ko onapkai(105) 

 ina a a-l ko onapkai 
 two language-ACC PL.SBJ tell.IPFV 
 ‘The two were talking.’ 
 (speaker LG, Gregor 2016b) 

 
If there is a focussed element in the utterance, the f0 peak coincides with it (ex. 13, 
Figure 8). In Figure 8, the intonation contour rises until the last syllable of imanekii 
where it peaks. This peak coincides with the syllable that bears the morphological focus 
marker /=i/. 

 
(13) a a imanekii ma imkana(106) 
 a a ima-nek-i=i ma im-ka=na 
 speech something-ATTR.SG-ACC=FOC FUT.1SG speak-1SG.IRR=DIS 
 ‘I will tell a story.’  
 (speaker KG, Gregor 2016a) 
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Figure 7. Spectrogram of (12). Intonation contour of a declarative clause by LG. 
 

 
Figure 8. Spectrogram of (13). Intonation contour of an utterance with an element in 

focus (imanekii) by KG. 
 

Comparing the spectrograms of the declarative utterance (ex. 12, Figure 7) to the 
spectrogram of the content question (ex. 14, Figure 9) and the spectrogram of the polar 
question (ex. 15, figure 10) shows that the intonation contour is essentially the same in all 

ina gagal ko onapkai 

two language.ACC PL.SBJ tell.IPFV 

‘The two were talking.’ 

a a imanekii ma imkana 

speech something.ACC.FOC FUT.1SG  speak.1SG.IRR=DIS 

‘I will tell a story’ 
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three. The contour rises for the duration of the first word (Figure 9 and 10), which is eko 
‘this’ in both instances. After this peak, the f0 track steadily falls until the end of the 
utterance.12  

 
(14) eko ima k m(107) 
 eko ima k m 
 this what COP.3SG 
 ‘What is this?’ 
 (speaker LG, elicited utterance) 
 
(15) eko imo bo olonek k ma(108) 
 eko imo bo olo-nek k m=a 
 this vehicle ground-ATTR.SG COP.3SG=Q 
 ‘Is this a motorcycle?’ 
 (speaker LG, elicited utterance) 

In a typical imperative utterance (16) the intonation contour does not show the distinct 
fall towards the end, instead, the end of the contour stays level. This is illustrated in 
Figure 11.  

 
(16) makak j p ba ja epepu e(109) 
 makak j p ba j-a epe-pu e 
 other middle FUT IMP-hold-2PL.IRR 
 ‘(You) other (people) take the middle (of the fishing net)!’ 
 (speaker MK, Gregor 2016c) 
 

 
Figure 9. Spectrogram of (14). Intonation contour with question word (ima). 

                                                           
 
 
12 Both spectrograms (Figures 9 and 10) show a bit of an upwards tail right at the end of the 
utterance. This is not audible and seems to be a measurement error of Praat.  

eko ima  k m 

this what COP.3SG 

‘What is this?’ 
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Figure 10. Spectrogram of (15). Pitch contour of a polar question (elicited utterance, LG) 

 

 
Figure 11. Spectrogram and wave form for the imperative utterance /makak j p ba 

ja epepu e/ ‘(You) other (people) take the middle (of the fishing net)!’ (16). 
 

eko imo bo olonek k m  

=a 
this  vehicle ground COP.3SG  

=Q 
‘Is this a motor cycle?’ 

makak j p ba ja epepu e 

other middle FUT hold. IMP.2PL 

‘(You) other (people) take the middle (of the fishing net)!’ 
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4 Illustrative passage 
This passage is a free retelling of the “North Wind and the Sun” story narrated by 
Liberata Gebze. It serves to illustrate the Yelmek phoneme inventory in the context of a 
narrative. This supplements the single word and single clause examples throughout the 
paper. All of Yelmek’s phonemes are present This narrative is not a direct translation. I 
explained the story to her in Indonesian. Based on that, she made up a Yelmek version. 
The content is, however, very close to the original story. Note that this is an abridged 
version of the original recording; long pauses, repetitions, etc. were cut out. The full 
recording is archived with and accessible in the Pacific and Regional Archive for Digital 
Sources in Endangered Cultures (www.paradisec.org.au, see Gregor 2016b). I have added 
a minimal word gloss and a translation to increase readability. The glosses here do not 
attempt to do justice to the complex verbal morphology of Yelmek. See Gregor (2021) 
for more information on morphology. 
 
1 a a imaneki ma ajumka alimo ina   
 speech something.ACC FUT tell sun two   
 sendawi we       
 east.wind with       
 ‘I will tell a story about the east wind and the sun.’ 
 
2 ina a al ko onapkai 
 two speech.ACC PL.SBJ talk.IPFV 
 ‘The two were talking.’ 
 
3 inala a aijapa ah … k ke ame ie ko 
 two compete.REC EXCL  strength who possess 
 ‘The two competed about who was the strongest.’ 

 
4 keda uai om o ked wojopu 
 then person now pass_by.REM 
 ‘Then, that moment, a person passed by.’ 
 
5 ina opo ah ba ajepu om o ku ba jop n 
 two eye ah FUT see person REL FUT do 
 ‘The two watch the person do this.’ 
 
6 ka ba alapaipa k ke ame bak ked ba miep n 
 must FUT exit strength who GEN now FUT be 
 ‘The one that makes the person come out (of his clothes) is the one with the greater 

strength.’ 
 
7 eu ba elekep n 
 3SG FUT win 
 ‘The one that will win.’ 
 
8 sendawi ai jop l i ma … l i m k laika 
 east.wind PROG said 1SG DM FUT  1SG DM go_first 
 ‘The east wind said: “I will go first.” 
 
9 kedamie ai iewlepu 
 then PROG blow.REM 
 ‘Then he was blowing.’ 
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10 balamala kai iewlepu 
 little PROG blow.REM 
 ‘He was blowing just a little.’ 
   
11 kedamie ebelabe ai ieulepu 
 then then.more PROG blow.REM 
 ‘Then he was blowing more.’ 
 
12 om o eu bata ima …. unu u enelneklaga i ilepepu 
 person the only something  clothes back.just DM lift.REM 
 ‘The person … only the back of the clothes lifted.’ 
 
13 weu baloneki ebi kai ok opu 
 coat thick.ACC it.ACC PROG wear.REM 
 ‘The thick coat, he was wearing it.’ 
 
14 pata balamala a i ilepep 
 only little.just DM lift.REM 
 ‘It lifted it just a little bit.’ 
 
15 ai k kelma iblopu ebaki d  ebi 
 PROG stronger tie.REM his belt the.ACC 
 ‘He tied his belt stronger.’ 
 
16 kedamie ai iewlepu ked ebelabe 
 then PROG blow.REM now then.more 
 ‘Then, he was blowing more.’ 
 
17 kai iewlepue 
 when blow.REM 
 ‘When he was blowing…’ 
  
18 teule ika ai iblopu ika unu u ebaki ebi d l 
 tie so.then PROG tie.REM so.then clothes his the belt.ACC 
 ‘… he tied it harder, his clothes, his belt.’ 

 
19 kedamie endak lma iewlepu 
 then stronger blow.REM 
 ‘Then he blew stronger.’ 
 
20 endak lma kai iewlep  
 stronger PROG blow.REM  
 ‘The harder he was blowing …’ 
 
21 om o eu kedamie m lkuku ai a umpu di  ebi alilma 
 person the then tie PROG tie.REM belt the.ACC all 
 ‘The tighter he was wrapping, his belt, all the way.’ 

 
22 i jamne ewle m lkukulma ai a umpu 
 wind cold blow wrap.more PROG tie.REM 
 ‘The cold wind blows, he wrapped himself tighter.’ 
 
23 sendawi kedamie  
 eastwind then 
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 ‘The east wind continues.’ 
 
24 om o unu u ebaki mau … mau owlo wedepu 
 person clothes his NEG  NEG open AUX 
 ‘The person’s clothes are not ... nothing was opening.’ 

 
25 i ewlie wedepuma mau owlo wedepu 
 wind blow AUX NEG open AUX 
 ‘The wind blew and blew, (but) nothing was opening.’ 
 
26 eban ai jopu karkaija be i alimol 
 then PROG say.REM friend towards sun.ACC 
 ‘Then it was saying to his friend, to the sun.’ 
  
27 l maja edekama au japlepu 
 1SG NEG succeed.REM 2SG IMP.shine 
 ‘I did not succeed. You shine.’ 
 
28 au kai ba jabai apad au maba edeke 
 2SG when FUT try.IPFV how 2SG might succeed 
 ‘When you are trying you might succeed.’ 
  
29 kedamie alimo ai jop “kai ma jabaik.” 
 then sun PROG say.REM when FUT try 
 ‘Then the sun said: “When I am trying …” 
 
30 kai ma japlaika apad mama edekeka 
 when FUT shine.IPFV how might succeed 
 ‘When I am shining, I might succeed.’ 
 
31 bata balamala epepu kai epepu 
 only little shone.REM PROG shine.REM 
 ‘He shone only a little. He was shining.’ 
 
32 kedamie alimo kelalnek ai japlepu 
 then sun hot PROG shine.REM 
 ‘Then the sun shone hotly.’ 
 
33 om o eu ai wakopu 
 person the PROG walk.REM 
 ‘The person was walking.’ 
  
34 moiwak olilopu 
 shade.LOC shelter.REM 
 ‘He took shelter in the shade.’ 
  
35 ebia mie da  mie 
 there be stand be 
 ‘He stays there, standing.’ 
  
36 bemoniki ai wew lpu  
 hat PROG open.REM 
 ‘He took his hat off.’ 
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37 kedamie ja kedamie alimo ai … 
 then EXCL then sun PROG  
 ‘Then, then the sun …’ 
 
38 eban k lalnek ai japlepu manek demo k manek 
 from.here hot PROG shine.REM like.this warm EMPH.like.this 
 ‘Then the sun shines very hotly like this. This kind of hot.’ 
  
39 d mo d mo wia  wunugu baloneki ebi kai ok okpu 
 warm warm feel clothes thick the PROG wear.REM 
 ‘He feels hot (because) he was wearing thick clothes.’ 
     
40 kedamie ewle ewle miai 
 then open open be.IPFV 
 ‘Then he opened it.’ 
  
41 alponemeki kai wow lpu kedamie 
 gloves PROG opened then 
 ‘He took his gloves off, then.’ 
  
42 ebi wunu u balonek ebi kedamie ewle mie 
 the clothes thick the then open be 
 ‘The thick clothes he then takes it off.’ 
   
43 weu baloneki kedamie ewle mie 
 jacket thick then open be 
 ‘The thick jacket, he then took it off.’ 
 
44 ai jopu l eme edekama alimo ai jop 
 PROG say.REM 1SG already succeeded sun PROG say.REM 
 ‘He was saying “I have succeeded” the sun was saying.’ 

 
45 ah omgo eko unugu ebaki powla 
 ah person this clothes his open.REC  
 ‘This person has opened his clothes.’ 
  
46 eban sendawi ai jopu mauko 
 then wind PROG said okay 
 ‘Then the east wind said: “Okay.” 
   
47 k ke au k ke au k ke kam a mauko au edeka 
 strong 2SG strong 2SG strong you.have okay you won 
 “You have strength. Okay, you won.” 
 
48 ina ebiaka alpo ojopai  
 two there hand shook  
 ‘The two shook hands there.’ 
  
49 gaga mop eble 
 speech cut here 
 ‘The story ended here.’ 
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Speaker index 
AK: Antoneta Kahol, female elder, who grew up and lives in Wanam. 
KG: Kasimirus Gebze, born 1966, lives in Wanam. 
LG: Liberata Gebze, a Yelmek woman in her mid-twenties, who grew up in Wanam in a 
Yelmek speaking household. She moved to Merauke to attend boarding school at the high 
school level and still lives in Merauke today. 
MK: Marselus Kahol, born 1955, lives in Wana 
SG: Serafinus Gebze, who is in his mid-20s. He grew up in Wanam and currently lives in 
Merauke. 
WK: Weren Kahol, a man in his mid-50s, who was born in Wanam, but lives in Merauke. 
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